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Abstract

AIM: Hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC)
is an autosomal dominantly- inherited cancer-susceptibility
syndrome that confers an increased risk for colorectal
cancer and a variety of other tumors at a young age. It has
been associated with germline mutations in five mismatch
repair (MMR) genes (hMSH2, hMLH1, hPMS1, hPMS2, and
hMSH6/GTBP). The great majority of germline mutations
were found in hMSH2 and hMLH1. The purpose of this
study was to analyze the clinical features of Chinese HNPCC
patients and to screen hMSH2 and hMLH1 gene mutations.

METHODS: Twenty-eight independent Chinese families
were collected, of which 15 met Amsterdam criteria I and
13 met the Japanese clinical diagnosis criteria. The data
were recorded including sex, site of colorectal cancer (CRC),
age of diagnosis, history of synchronous and/or
metachronous CRC, instance of extracolonic cancers, and
histopathology of tumors. Peripheral blood samples were
collected from all pedigrees after formal written consents
were signed. PCR and denaturing high-performance liquid
chromatography (DHPLC) were used to screen the coding
regions of hMSH2 and hMLH1 genes. The samples showing
abnormal DHPLC profiles were sequenced by a 377 DNA
sequencer.

RESULTS: One hundred and seventy malignant neoplasms
were found in one hundred and twenty-six patients (multiple
cancer in twenty-three), including one hundred and twenty-
seven CRCs, fifteen gastric, seven endometrial, and five
esophageal cancers. Seventy-seven point eight percent of
the patients had CRCs, sharing the features of early
occurrence (average age of onset, 45.9 years) and of the
right-sided predominance reported in the literature. In
Chinese HNPCC patients, gastric cancer occurred more
frequently, accounting for 11.9% of all cancers patients
and ranking second in the spectrum of HNPCC predisposing
cancers. Synchronous CRCs occurred less frequently, only
accounting for 3.1% of the total CRCs. Twenty percent of
the colorectal patients had metachronous CRCs within
10 years after operation. Eight hMSH2 or hMLH1 gene
sequence variations were found in twelve families, including
the first Mongolian kindred with a hMSH2 gene mutation.

CONCLUSION: HNPCC is characterized by an early-age

onset, proximal predominance of CRC, multiple metachronous
CRCs, and an excess of extra-colonic cancers. Frequent
gastric cancer occurrence and less synchronous CRCs are
the remarkable features in Chinese HNPCC patients. DHPLC
is a powerful tool in hMSH2 and hMLH1 gene mutation
screening. hMLH1 gene mutations, especially of the first
nine exons, have been found more common than hMSH2
gene mutations in Chinese patients. Three of seven
mutations have been found to be novel, and the germline
G204X nonsense mutation in the third exon of hMSH2 has
become the first MMR gene mutation found in Chinese
Mongolian people.
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INTRODUCTION
Hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC, or Lynch
syndrome) is an autosomal dominantly-inherited cancer-
susceptibility syndrome. It is estimated that HNPCC may
account for 5-10% of the total colorectal cancers (CRC)
worldwide[1]. In Western countries, patients inheriting this
predisposition are at a particularly high risk of developing CRC
and endometrial cancer at a young age, and also at an increased
risk of developing various other types of tumors, such as
ovarian, uroepithelial, small intestine, biliary tract, stomach,
brain, and skin cancers[2]. Five mismatch repair (MMR) genes
(hMSH2, hMLH1, hPMS1, hPMS2, and hMSH6/GTBP[3-8])
have been known to be involved in this cancer susceptibility.
Currently, more than 300 different mutations have been
described in these genes, which account for approximately 500
HNPCC kindreds in the world[9]. hMSH2 and hMLH1 germline
mutations were found to be responsible for more than 90% of
the HNPCC families[10] (http://www.nfdht.nl/). Therefore,
identification of the mutational incidence and spectrum of
hMSH2 and hMLH1 genes is important. Identifying the clinical
features of HNPCC in China, which might have some differences
from those reported in Western countries, will facilitate its
diagnosis and treatment. We described the clinical features
and the results of mutation screening of both hMSH2 and
hMLH1 genes in 28 HNPCC families registered in our hospital.
We think that Chinese HNPCC patients have some unique clinic
features and MMR gene defects.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Clinical Data
Subjects were selected from 28 independent Chinese families
from January 1992 to August 2003. Among these families, 15 met
the Amsterdam criteria I[11]. The criteria were as follows: (1)
Three or more relatives had histologically-verified CRC, one of
them was a first degree relative to the other two relatives; (2) At
least two successive generations were affected; (3) One or



more CRC cases were diagnosed under 50 years of age; and
(4) Familial polyposis of the colon was excluded. The
Japanese clinical diagnosis criteria for HNPCC[12] were used
for the other 13 highly-suspected families that did not fully
meet the Amsterdam criteria I. Families that met the following
A or B were also clinically diagnosed as having HNPCC: A:
a case with three or more CRCs within the first-degree
relatives; B: a case with two or more CRCs within the first-
degree relatives meeting one of the following criteria: age at
onset of CRCs being under 50 years, right colon involvement,
synchronous or metachronous multiple CRCs, or associated
with synchronous or metachronous extracolorectal
malignancies.
       Detailed family and medical histories were obtained through
interview with the proband, and a home visit to extended family
members and an extensive review of medical records if available.
Peripheral blood samples were collected from all participants
after formal written consents were signed.
       Eligible HNPCC families were registered and family members
were followed up intensively. All patients were reviewed by
telephone or outpatient visit at regular intervals. Data
concerning sex, site of CRC, age of diagnosis, history of
synchronous and/or metachronous CRC, instance of
extracolonic cancers, and histopathology of tumors were
documented and thoroughly verified.

DNA extraction and PCR amplification
Genomic DNA was isolated from peripheral blood lymphocytes
according to the salting-out procedure[13]. The entire hMLH1
and hMSH2 coding region and the splice junctions were
amplified by PCR according to Weber methods[14] with minor
modifications.

DHPLC analysis
DHPLC analysis was performed on a Transgenomic WAVE
system (Transgenomic Inc.) identical with that described
previously[15]. Briefly, PCR products (25 µL) were denatured
for 5 min at 95 °C and then gradually reannealed by decreasing
sample temperature from 95 °C to 45 °C over a period of 30 min
to form homo- and/or heteroduplexes. Crude PCR product (7-10 µL)
was loaded on the DHPLC column and eluted with a linear
acetonitrile gradient at a flow rate of 0.9 mL/min. Gradient
parameters were determined based on size and G-C content of
the amplicon. Generally, an analysis took approximately 7 min,
including column regeneration and re-equilibration to starting
conditions. The column mobile phase consisted of a mixture of
0.1 mol/L  triethylammonium acetate pH 7.0 (TEAA) with (buffer
B) or without (buffer A) 250 mL/L acetonitrile. The temperature
for heteroduplex analysis was primarily established by using
the DHPLC melting algorithm WAVE MakerTM of the WAVETM

instrument. The final temperature and denaturing condition for
optimal resolution of homoduplexes and heteroduplexes of each
fragment were experimentally determined.

DNA sequencing
PCR products displaying a double DHPLC peak indicating
existence of heteroduplex were purified with micron
microconcentrator filters (Amicon, Beverly, MA) to remove
unwanted reagents from the PCR reaction and to concentrate
the final products, which were then sequenced by a 377DNA
sequencer. All mutations were sequenced in both directions
and confirmed in other family members.

RESULTS
Statistics on patients and tumors
A total of 28 kindreds were studied, all of them met the Japanese
clinical diagnosis criteria and 15 of them met the Amsterdam I
criteria. There were 9 Lynch syndrome I families, in which only
colorectal cancers were found, and 19 Lynch syndrome II
families, which were characterized by concurrent extracolonic
malignancies.
       One hundred and seventy malignant neoplasms were found
in 126 patients (multiple cancer in twenty-three), including
127 CRCs; 15 gastric, 7 endometrial, 5 esophageal, 2 skin, 2
pancreatic, 2 lung, 1 breast, 1 cervical, 1 ovarian, 1 hepatic,
and 1 biliary cancers; 1 gastric leiomyosarcoma, 1 liposarcoma,
1 bone sarcoma, 1 leukemia, and 1 brain glioblastoma. In the
present group, 77.8% of the patients had CRCs and 74.7% of
the cancers were colorectal ones. There were 45 metachronous
CRCs and 4 synchronous CRCs, accounting for 35.4% and
3.1% of the total CRCs, respectively. Right-sided colon
cancers constituted 52.9% of the total tumors, and 70.9% of
CRCs. Individuals suffering from gastric cancer amounted to
11.9% of total patients.
     The average age of malignant neoplasm onset in all the
patients was 47.0 years and the ratio of males to females was
1.2:1. Individuals developed CRCs at an average age of 45.9 years.
Sixty-two point seven percent of colorectal tumors developed
under 50 years of age, 33.3% under 40 years of age and less
than 4% occurred above the age of 70 years. In the 28 pedigrees,
the average age of tumor occurrence in the first, second, third,
and fourth degree was 59.6, 50.0, 44.0, and 31.8 years, respectively.
      Eighty-five percent of the patients received radical operations.
The remaining patients received chemotherapy, irradiation, and
traditional Chinese medicine treatment. Twenty percent of
colorectal patients had metachronous CRCs within 10 years
after the first operation and required re-operations.

hMSH2 and hMLH1 mutation results
Thirteen double peak profiles displayed in DHPLC were found
among 28 probands of all the pedigrees. Finally, 12 probands
were identified with a varying DNA sequence by sequencing, of
which 7 developed different mutations and 5 had the same hMSH2
polymorphism (Table1 and Figure1). We also examined the relatives
of affected probands for the same mutations, and found that cancers
and mutations were co-segregated in all affected pedigees.

Table 1  hMSH2/hMLH1 gene sequence variations identified by sequencing

Sample No. Gene/Exon Point of mutation Mutation result Reported previously by

231   hMSH2/3 g.2610G>T,GGA  TGA G204X, Truncated protein (nonsense mutation) None

10,12,15,16,28   hMSH2/10 g.1661+12A>G In intron, polymorphism Scott et al.[16]

26   hMSH2/14 g.2211-2 A>C Truncated protein (splice point mutation) None
11   hMLH1/3 g.265 G>T,GAG  TAG E89X, Truncated protein (nonsense mutation) Wang et al.[17]

14   hMLH1/6 g.545+3 A>G Truncated protein (splice point mutation) Pensotti et al.[18]

  8   hMLH1/8 g.655 A>G,ATC  GTC I219V (missense mutation) Tomlinson et al.[19]

25   hMLH1/8 g.677 G>A,CGA  CAA R226Q (missense mutation) None

18   hMLH1/9 g.790+1 G>A Truncated protein (splice point mutation) Cunningham[20]

1The first Mongolian family with hMSH2 gene mutation in China. 2G refers to genomic DNA.
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DISCUSSION
HNPCC was characterized by an early onset of colorectal
cancers (proximal predominance, with 70% proximal to the
splenic flexure), multiple synchronous and metachronous CRCs
(about 18.1% and 24.2% respectively[21]), and an excess of
certain extracolonic cancers[22]. In our study, patients with
HNPCC developed CRC at an average age of 45.9 years, much
earlier than the general population in China. According to our
data, right-sided colon cancers amounted to 52.9% of the total
cancers, and 70.9% of CRCs, similar to those reported in Western
countries. Moreover, we also found the phenomenon of
“generation anticipation”, that is, the later the generation was,
the earlier the CRC developed. The fact that the family members

tended to be diagnosed early in the follow-up was an
explanation for this phenomenon. Another reason for this
phenomenon might be that there were carriers who harbored
mutated MMR genes but did not become penetrant. Further
studies should be carried out.
      We found that the following two features were different
from those reported in Western countries. Though Chinese
patients had a high incidence of metachronous CRCs,
synchronous cancer occurred quite rarely, only 3.1% in this
study. Our previous studies also had a similar conclusion[20],
and the reason for the rare incidence of synchronous cancer in
Chinese HNPCC patients remains unclear. The other striking
feature was that gastric cancer was the second most common
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Figure 1  Sequencing graphs of mutations.
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cancer in Chinese HNPCC families, amounting to 11.9% of all
cancers patients, much higher than the reported incidence in
Western countries[23,24]. Endometrial cancer ranked third,
amounting to only 5.6%, and was followed by esophagus
carcinoma. In Western countries, however, the second most
commonly-seen tumor was endometrial cancer[22,25]. In Japan
and Korea, gastric cancer also occurred more frequently[26].
We suppose that these features may represent the ethnic and
geographical characteristics that may have some diagnostic
significance in China and/or Asia.
       The diagnosis of HNPCC depends on the detection of MMR
genes. Single-strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP),
denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE), and direct
sequencing have been used in MMR gene defect screening.
Using DHPLC, we found a specificity of 92.3%, and recommended
it as a hMSH2 and hMLH1 gene mutation screening method. In
our study, 5 of 15 families (proband sample NO. 23, 11, 14, 8, 25),
who met the Amsterdam I criteria, were found to have mutations
and its mutation detection rate is 33.3%. But these criteria could
only identify large families where the gene defect was highly
penetrant and many small families were inappropriately
excluded. In this study, 2 of 13 families (proband sample NO.
26, 18), which did not meet Amsterdam I criteria but fulfilled the
Japan criteria, were also found to have mutations. Though the
MMR gene defect rate of the latter is comparatively low (only
25%), it has been recommended as the clinical diagnosis criteria
in HNPCC patients.
      The mutations found in these families were compared with
those described already in the human gene mutation database
(HGMD) (http://www.uwcm.ac.uk/uwcm/mg/hgmd0.html). To
our knowledge, apart from mutation of sample 11 (hMLH1, g.
265 G>T,GAG  TAG, E89X ) reported before[17],  mutations
of samples 14, 8, and 18 and the polymorphism of hMSH2
(g.1661+12A>G) were also reported previously[18-20]. The other
three mutations are novel. All the seven mutations resulted in
an impaired capacity in MMR, which were consistent with their
associations with penetrant tumors in the families. The
probability of polymorphism of hMSH2 (g.1661+12A>G) being
pathogenic was very small. Though there were no distinct “hot
spot” mutations, we still noticed that hMLH1 gene mutations,
especially of the first nine exons, were more common than
hMSH2 gene mutations in China. Similarly, Baba[12] and Yuan
et al.[27] described that hMLH1 gene mutations were more

frequently seen in Asia. So, it is worthwhile to initiate MMR gene
mutation screening from the first nine exons of hMLH1 gene.
      In this study, we identified the first Mongolian family with
hMSH2 gene mutation in China. The pedigree is shown in
Figure 2. In the large family, the nonsense alteration 610
(genomic DNA) G  T at codon 204 in exon3 of hMSH2 resulted
in the substitution of stop codon TGA for glycine codon GGA.
This mutation co-segregated with the disease in the family. In
five phenotypic normal family members, the same mutated gene
was found in the germline. These carriers remain to be followed
up intensively.
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